
   
 

What is real Greenhill moss?

How is the Greenhill moss
made?

 

Where can you buy the real
Greenhill moss?

 The real Greenhill moss can be purchased from Freund GmbH
and its trading partners only. Freund GmbH is the
manufacturer and seller of Greenhill moss since 2011.

What sizes and shapes are
available? 

You can order Greenhill from us in any size - small images, 
complete walls, ellipses, bent surfaces. Also 3D installations,
such as letters, movable walls, spheres and dices are available.

What are the components of
the product?

How can the moss pictures 
and moss walls be attached 
to the wall?
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GREEN: Greenhill Moss
Moss walls and moss pictures made of stabilized cushion moss
directly from the manufacturer and developer 

Greenhill moss is exclusively manufactured by the company
Freund GmbH from Berlin. Our natural and green walls are
made of real, stabilized cushion moss (bun moss), which is mounted 
on a carrier panel. Natural. Individual. Maintenance-free.

The Greenhill Moss is sold worldwide. We always consider the 
picking-times in order to preserve the homogeneity of the forests. 
The gathered moss is cleaned, treated, preserved
and fixed to carrier material in our manufactory in Germany.

All pictures and surfaces are manufactured by hand and delivered
with moss or aluminium frames and mounting strips on request.
The moss is preserved and fixed on the carrier panel (10mm
MDF). You get a complete moss surface or form with the total 
thickness of 5-7 cm.

How does the frame look like? For the moss frames we use preserved wild moss. This is pulled over
the MDF edge, so that the edge of the panel is not visible from the
side. The aluminium frame is availabe in 4 different designs:

With our split battens the moss walls
and moss pictures can be easily hung up
and taken down again. On the back of
the carrier panel the strips are already
fixed. The split battens are enclosed
in the package.
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How are the panels packed?

 

The panels are wrapped separately, with foil, packed in cardboard
boxes. Depending on the size of the order the panels will be sent
by parcel service (DHL / DPD) or freight forwarder.

Should the Greenhill be
watered?

The moss surfaces don‘t need to be watered or feeded as the moss
is preserved for a long time. Thus Greenhill does not require watering
or maintenance. Natural. Individual. Maintenance-free.

Can I expose the Greenhill
moss to direct sunlight?

The Greenhill is resistant to direct sunlight. An over-exposure to the 
sun causes a slight fading of colours and the moss becomes harder.
This can be solved using our Greenhill repair kit. 

How long does the Greenhill
moss last?

The Greenhill is designed and preserved for a long-term use, 
bringing a long-lasting fresh green colour. As pioneers on the German
market we can proudly say that we have installed the first Greenhill 
moss walls in 2011 and still look as good as in the first day.

Recommended humidity? The moss needs approximately 40-60% of the indoor humidity
(the normal humidity) in order to maintain its haptic and optical
properties. 
During the winter season dry air may change these characteristics 
and hardens the moss. As soon as the indoor humidity increases, 
the moss gets softer again. 

Does the Greenhill moss
attract vermins?

No. Due to the special and natural preservation the moss doesn‘t
require water and earth. Therefore it neither moulders nor attracts
any bugs or flies. Additionally the preservation even has a rejecting
effect on vermins. This means you have a double protection against 
bugs or other vermins.

Does the Greenhill moss
attract house dust?

No. Due to the special preservation and its causing antistatic effect
the “normal“ household dust will not stay on a hanging moss picture.

Why does the moss rub off? The Greenhill moss a natural grown round cushion moss. It can fade
slightly. The preservation can reduce this effect. 

Are there other colors
available?

Yes. There are up to 4 different colors available. If required, please
specify the color, as well as format and quantity in our application
form.
The standard color is moss green. Furthermore you can purchase
the Greenhill moss in apple green, red and blue.
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